
 

   

WINE & FOOD 2018 DÖNNHOFF Stückfass Pinot Blanc & Chardonnay Quality wine dry Cask no. 1842 
with Pulpo and white beans 

Dear wine lovers, 

Today I would like to present you from 2018 DÖNNHOFF Stückfass Weißburgunder & Chardonnay 
Qualitätswein trocken FASS-Nr. 1842. 

The grapes are grown on the steep slope of the Höllenpfad on red sandstone. 

Cornelius and Helmut Dönnhoff are strong to process only the best grapes. 

The age of the grapes is about 35 years. Yields are approx. 45 hl/ha and it is 100% selective hand 
harvest. The two vines are fermented together. The Pinot Blanc and Chardonnay are not produced 
separately and then blended into a cuvée. Mr. Helmut Dönnhoff attached great importance to this and 
pointed out to me during my visit to the winery that the two grapes are fermented together to form a 
cuvée. The Dönnhoff Weissburgunder & Chardonnay are matured in the classic wooden barrel, the 
piece barrel. The storage in the piece barrel rounds off the cuvée. The ripe style of the 
Weissburgunder, paired with the powerful spiciness and fine acid structure of the Chardonnay 
fermented and matured in the classic piece barrel to a harmonious cuvée.  

Technical data: 

👉 12.5 % vol.  👉 5.9 g/l acidity 👉 1.0 g/l sugar 

The wine harmonises with strong and spicy dishes, We are happy to have the wine in our assortment. 

2018 DÖNNHOFF Stückfass Pinot Blanc & Chardonnay Quality wine with Pulpo and white beans. 

Recipes are for advanced tasters. Only special preparation steps are mentioned. Quantities are not 
given. 

The components of the dish are: 

- Pulpo steamed at 95 degrees Celsius for 60 minutes, cut into pieces. 

- White beans cooked 

- Fresh tomatoes, dried tomatoes, thyme, bay leaf, rosemary cooked and added to pulpo, white beans, 
capers, salt just before the end.  

- Served with coriander, olive oil, chillies 

Enjoy! 

Stay healthy and happy 

Ihr vinvinowein-Team aus Lehel 
www.vinvinowein.de 
 
#WeinberatungMünchen #WeinberatungLehel #Weinberatung #WeinundSpeise #vinvinowein #Ergin 
#HandgemachteWeine #Dönnhoff #Nahe #Weißburgunder #Chardonnay 
#Weinburgunder&Chardonnay #Cuvee #Stückfass #HelmutDönnhof #CorneliusDönnhoff #Pulpo 
#weiße Bohnen #winenot #weinliebe 
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